
November 14, 2018 

 

Washington State Forest Practice Board          Re:  11/13/18 Field Tour Follow up 

P.O. Box 47012    

Olympia, WA  98504-7012            

 

Chairman Bernath and Members of the Board: 

 

For the record I’m Ken Miller, co-representative of WFFA on TFW Policy.  As a follow up to 

yesterday’s tour at our place some key points include: 

 

1. Board Member Janicki’s question about our prescriptions being a “template”: Our proposal 

could have been a rule, we purposely chose the “template” route to provide greater comfort and 

less risk to the other stakeholders that might be concerned.  We would prefer these prescriptions 

be a “rule”. 

2. The Blue tarp used was to demonstrate BFW – which is much larger than the actual streams. 

3. Forest and Fish is about protecting functions in a shared risk paradigm that also protects Clean 

Water, Harvestable Salmon, Aquatic critters, & Economic Viability with deference to SFLOs 

disproportionately impacted by Forest and Fish. 

4. Regardless of how effective our negotiated current rules are, the Alternate Plan Approval 

Standard is “effectiveness” relative to current rules: 

a. Two separate Science Reviews have indicated our prescriptions are generally about 95% 

as effective as current rules, especially for the 50 & 75’ RMZs – a little less so on the 25’ 

RMZ. 

b. The remaining 5% should be easily covered by our “smallness” and “relatively low 

impact” deference intended by the legislature. 

c. A very thorough after harvest review (Galleher) of several very similar prescriptions 

found a couple of operational issues that are fixable, and very high grades for all the 

functions being protected despite long stream reaches and similar no-cuts. 

5. This (holding up our Proposal) was a very big lift for us, and will be a big lift for you to think 

about functions, not just visual differences. 

6. There are a lot of disincentives to SFLOs keeping forestland forested, beyond the emotions & 

public benefits I shared in the Poem. 

7. There is a lot more at stake than just the prescriptions such as honoring: the commitments in 

Forest and Fish; Science based AMP; SBEIS determinations; ID Team conclusions about after 

harvest functions; & the Collaborative process. 

8. We’ve had a really great collaborative discussion recently in Policy on ONE prescription – 

several more are needed over the next few weeks where folks can truly understand our proposal; 

we can hear their concerns; and then brainstorm ways to address the concerns. 

9. Yesterday’s visit and todays conversations help us start that collaborative process in earnest. 

10. We are open to alternative pathways within the context of our proposal! 

11. We must find a way to get to a meaningful “YES”! 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

Ken Miller 


